Description
To finish the value sensitive design section of the wiki, we need to finish the value sensitive design analysis for each of the 4 section (stakeholder, time, value, pervasiveness). We started these in class (the files of stickies). Connor, Jason (or was it Frank), and myself each have one of these stacks.

First:
I would like for each of us with the notes to type them out into the respective files in the google docs assignment #6 folder. Nathaniel was not in class that day so he will need to add a scenario for each of the sections.

Second:
After these original notes have been written up, I would like one group member to take a topic and expand on the notes we have. Chris I would like you to take Time. Jason, I want you to take Pervasiveness, Frank I would like you to take Values, and Nathaniel I would like you to take Stakeholders. Please expand on the scenarios and write a few paragraphs.

Once these have been typed up, I will incorporate them into the html template I have for the wiki. Please paying special attention to grammar when typing these papers up as I will simply be copying your text into the html without proofreading it.

Subtasks:
Feature # 161: Cards
Feature # 163: 4 Category Paragraphs